


SÜSSHOLZ heart chairs are unique. 

They have their heart on the right place!

Each Herzerlstuhl is unique and made from local woods.

Rustic elements and modern design are in harmony.

This combination gives the furniture a charming

timelessness and elegant seating comfort.



Our heart-shaped chairs made of knotty oak

become an aesthetic unit with their surroundings

without losing any of their presence.

The caramel-colored wood tone created by the

hard wax oil naturally comes into its own and

creates a warm ambience.

 

OAK CHAIR

  
 
 

€ 339,00 incl. tax



Our heart-shaped chairs made of oak become an

aesthetic unit with their surroundings without

losing any of their presence.

The chair is very comfortable due to its 

plain wooden armrests. 

 

OAK CHAIR WITH ARMREST 

  
 
 

€ 439,00 incl. tax



 

The various natural grains of the core ash are the

trademark of these chairs.

The wood, marked by its age, gives each seat shell its

unique look. 

With hard wax oil, we give the pieces of furniture

resistance for long-term use.

ASH CHAIR

€ 339,00 incl. tax



 

The simple wood of the beech allows this chair to draw

full attention to the beautiful shape of our Herzerlstuhl.

Less is sometimes more!

The chair is finished with hard wax oil to receive a 

natural natural protection.

BEECH CHAIR

€ 319,00 incl. tax



 

 Due to its comfortable armrests, it is a chair on which

you can sit the whole day. 

Finished with hard wax oil or raw wood effect oil, 

it receives a natural natural protection.

BEECH CHAIR WITH ARMREST 

€ 429,00 incl. tax



The seat shell for the lacquered Herzerlstuhl is made

of beech wood. To get a perfect match with your

home, hotel or office, you can pick a color

code out of the RAL system. 

We will paint it with varnish from 

Caparol or Farrow & Ball.

 

COLORED CHAIR

€ 429,00 incl. tax



The latest technology meets timeless heartfelt chair!

The outer layer of the seat switches is fixed directly to the

veneer using a special printing and coating process,

without any foil or laminate. Our boho heart chairs are

pure joy for vintage lovers! The oak legs are a perfect

match to the seat shell.

BOHO CHAIR

 

€ 369,00 incl. tax



Our newest member in the SÜSSHOLZ family: 

Our bar stool with a heart!

The modern yet traditional design adorns any kitchen or

bar, whether it has a modern or classic design. 

A special stool to decorate your kitchen island!

We provide them in oak or in ash as well. 

BAR STOOL

 

€ 429,00 incl. tax



Payment

100 % payment in advance

 

Right to return

The chairs an be returned 14 days after delivery. 

The shipping costs for the return, needs to be paid by the

client.

Colored chairs are excluded from the right of return,

because they will be produced custom-made.  

 

Delivery time

Production time takes approximately 12-15 weeks after

payment is received. 

 

Shipping costs

Shipping costs and insurance will be calculated 

separately at cost. 

 

Discount

We will provide a 5 % discount for orders with a 

minimum  order of 10 chairs.

 

Terms & Conditions



 

SÜSSHOLZ GmbH
Forstanger 6c

86911 Diessen am Ammersee
phone: +49.8807.9462525 

Email: servus@herzerlstuehle.de
 
 


